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V-Radio is a free program that allows you to listen to radio stations from all over the world. All you have to do is add the streams online and enjoy your favorite radio stations. Main features: • Allows you to hear online radio stations from all over the world • Streams can be added manually through the web browser • Comes with different setting options, such as
name of station, artist, title or album of the song, as well as the URL of the online stream • Can be used as a media player or a music player • Allows you to create lists of favorite stations • Comes with the possibility to save this list as a speed-dial • Provides the possibility to request the name of a song and be presented with its artist and title • An online search

function allows you to add new stations • Comes with a variety of different design schemes • Users can listen to the radio stations from the background of their browser • Can listen to Internet radio stations through V-Radio without playing any music • Allows you to listen to Internet radio streams of the future Limitations: • Does not support playing radio stations
in downloadable file formats • Must be installed on a computer with Internet access • Comes with advertisements in the background of the program • Requires Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7 and Windows Media Player 11/12 What's New in this Version: • Looked for the latest version, but apparently no official release is available IMPORTANT: If you're

planning to submit a review for V-Radio, please note that only positive reviews are accepted. If we find many negative reviews, we'll have to delete them. New and improved design! V-Radio is a free Internet radio player with a simple interface. Our new program has more features than the previous version, and has a new design. The application comes with a very
simple design. It uses a classic black theme with dark blue title, and the interface with different elements is dark gray. This program can be customized, and can be scaled to each size available. The colors can be changed through the interface. To add a radio stream, you need to go to www.V-Radio.com, or click on the play button available when the V-Radio

application is opened. Once you're connected to the stream, you can get the following information through the "Info" button, such as the title, artist, song or album. The program comes with a
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V-Radio is a very easy-to-use application that allows users to listen to the music and radio stations of their choice. The program provides a complete selection of online radio stations from all over the world, in addition to a list of your favorite stations. With its integration with iTunes, users can also choose to automatically play this or that radio stations when the
music app is launched. SpinnUp Description: SpinnUp is a powerful music player with tons of great features including searching, highlighting, an equalizer and lots more. The new version of SpinnUp has a sleek new interface which allows for more focus on the music and less on the the UI. Many great features have been included so you won't miss a thing!

Listening to the radio has its advantages, enabling you to hear your favorite songs and the latest news at the same time. V-Radio is a nice tool that allows you to play various online radio stations. Simplistic interface The program has a simple interface that shouldn’t raise any problems to its users. This small app allows you to listen to radio stations from all over the
world. While dozens of stations are already included, others must be added manually. In order to add a new station to the program you must simply fill in several details, such as its name, stream and website. An image can be added as well. Speed dial for accessing stations Furthermore, you can create lists of favorite channels that can be accessed through a speed-

dial interface. If you want to share the name of the station you’re listening to with online friends, this can be done through the Facebook platform. The program comes with several available settings. For instance, the app can launch the last played station on startup and to automatically connect to the V-Network. When minimized, V-Radio can be accessed from the
taskbar and its last position can be resumed when the app is launched. Furthermore, it comes with song recognition, which means that every time a new song comes on the radio, the program should provide the name and artist. Bottom line The bottom line is that V-Radio is a nice tool that can be fun to use. Inexperienced individuals shouldn’t have any issues with

this tool, thanks to the intuitive interface and its overall simplicity. VRadio ZunePlayer Description: Introducing the newest player in the Zune series: ZunePlayer! With ZunePlayer, 09e8f5149f
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Only the best networks and programs can stand out from the crowd. V-Radio is a powerful app that allows you to listen to the best radio stations. The radio is the most powerful means of communication, allowing you to hear the latest news. Simplistic interface V-Radio has a simple interface that shouldn’t raise any problems to its users. The app has only a few
settings, such as start-up sound, online radio, type of radio, and the like. The program also offers a speed dial feature that can be used to access your favorite stations with a single click. When minimized, the V-Radio window can be accessed with ease from the taskbar. Filter with the Art of Listening Furthermore, V-Radio allows you to filter the radio stations by
genre, format, or by the popularity of the station. This is a very convenient option that can save you a lot of time, as all the information is visible right away. Share the Name of the Station with Facebook and Twitter When a new song is played, V-Radio automatically updates its page with the name and the song. Furthermore, a Facebook and Twitter widget can be
added to broadcast the name and the song, allowing all your friends and followers to find your station. Bottom Line V-Radio is a great tool, thanks to its interface, and for being an easy-to-use application. Most users should be able to handle this app without any problems. V-Radio Description: Only the best networks and programs can stand out from the crowd. V-
Radio is a powerful app that allows you to listen to the best radio stations. The radio is the most powerful means of communication, allowing you to hear the latest news. Simplistic interface V-Radio has a simple interface that shouldn’t raise any problems to its users. The app has only a few settings, such as start-up sound, online radio, type of radio, and the like.
The program also offers a speed dial feature that can be used to access your favorite stations with a single click. When minimized, the V-Radio window can be accessed with ease from the taskbar. Filter with the Art of Listening Furthermore, V-Radio allows you to filter the radio stations by genre, format, or by the popularity of the station. This is a very
convenient option that can save you a lot of time, as all the information is visible right away. Share
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Nuvola Music Radio Player is a radio application that lets you listen to your favorite stations online. Thanks to the program you can enjoy streaming music anywhere, without having to compromise your battery or your Internet connection. The program is divided into several radio stations, which can be scrolled vertically on the screen, allowing you to view and
organize your favorite ones. Each station is composed of a list of streaming songs, with each song’s details and the song’s name. When a radio station changes, the new songs will play in order and the program will pause whenever a song is fully played. Another feature of the program is the ability to save song’s information and resume playing them at a later time.
Furthermore, the program’s user interface is simplistic. In addition, the application allows users to create a custom station, which can be named and used as a favorite station. Bottom line Nuvola Music Radio Player is a nice tool for those who need a program to listen to radio stations online. It’s affordable and allows individuals to enjoy and be able to pause or stop
a particular station whenever they want. XtraRadio Description: XtraRadio is an internet radio app that supports several online radio stations. The intuitive interface allows new users of the program to quickly understand how the program works. XtraRadio is divided into separate radio stations, which can be accessed through the “Collections” menu. Each radio
station consists of several lists, which allows you to save your favorite songs, artists and more. When a radio station changes, the new music will play and the music in the current list will play briefly, allowing you to listen to your favorite songs without requiring a restart of the music player. The program also allows you to create and save different stations, which is
easy to do and can be done from the main screen. Furthermore, XtraRadio includes features such as song recognition, which means that after playing a song it will tell you what it is and even offer to play similar songs. Bottom line XtraRadio is an nice tool for individuals looking for a simple and intuitive program that allows them to listen to radio online. The
intuitive interface and the ability to create custom stations are other highlights of the program. Sony PHA-Z30 Description: The program supports a wide variety of online radio stations and even if it’s a bit heavy, it’s always a pleasure to use. The
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System Requirements:

Memory: 4 GB Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K or AMD Phenom II X4 940 Wired LAN Connectivity: LAN Adapter: 2.0 USB 2.0 Ports: 3 Hard Disk Space: 7 GB Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 3D Graphics Card: Nvidia GeForce 8600 or ATI Radeon HD 3850 System Requirements:Memory: 4 GBProcessor: Intel Core i5-2500K or
AMD Phenom II X
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